Investing for Success

Under this agreement for 2020
Tinaroo Environmental Education Centre will receive

$5,496

This funding will be used to

- Support our explicit improvement agenda developed from feedback received in our Internal School Review (ISR) in 2019.
- In 2020, we will focus on the following:
  - Streamlining our process of “Student Induction” and the provision of a highly engaging presentation for delivery in a remote setting.
  - The production of a high-end infographic video presentation that provides sector wide evidence that student learning in our setting is of great importance.
- Our “Capability Development” for 2020 will focus on these targeted areas.
- Data collection will measure improved student learning and engagement.

Our initiatives include

- The development and production of:
  - A Video/DVD that provides a highly visual and engaging student induction presentation, for bus trip, prior to students’ arrival.
  - An infographic video (in partnership with 2 other centres) based on the findings of a research project we conducted in 2019, into how megatrends might affect our work in the future.
- These presentations will be available for use in a number of locations:
  - Onsite by visiting students, using our Centre iPads.
  - Offsite by teachers and students by DVD and during pre-visits.
  - Regional and National presentations to our colleagues and potential clients.
- Teacher facilitated debriefing processes will further evaluate student learning.
- Teacher relief to allow for this work to be completed.

Our school will improve student outcomes by

- Professional video production expertise will be engaged to assist with these productions. These presentations will lead to greater understanding of what we do and the benefits to be gained from being involved. Each student who visits will have the opportunity to apply the knowledge and participate effectively. Students’ experiences and understandings will be enhanced with our explicit approach.
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*Funding amount estimated on 2019 data. Actual funding will be determined after 2020 enrolment data are finalised. Actual expenditure may vary due to changes in finalised 2020 enrolment data and student learning needs.